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Forgetful Dory is very happy living in the ocean with her friends, Marlin and Nemo. But one day,

memories of her long-forgotten parents come flooding back to her. With the help of old friends and

new, including Hank the octopus, can Dory finally discover her past? Read the story and complete

the scenes with your stickers!
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What little girl would not like the Finding Dory Sticker Scenes from Paragon Books LTD? The book

is not only a sticker book, but also a story book. Colors are bright and lively. My granddaughter, age

3, loves the book and asks for it every time she come over. Of, course she already has it

memorized! The pages are a great weight and will stand up really well. You also get a Disney Digital

Storybook for the Disney Story Ap, code is inside cover.

Finding Dory Sticker Scenes by Parragon Books Ltd is an absolute blast! My kids love stickers so

it's no surprise my kiddos loved this sticker scenes book. What they loved most about it though was

that it had their beloved Dory in it. They love that they get to read the story about Dory and complete

the scenes with the beautiful stickers. What I love is that now that they've used the stickers we can

add it to our book collection and read it again and again. Finding Dory Sticker Scenes by Parragon



Books Ltd is an awesome book of fun and I highly recommend it! Disclosure: I received product(s)

for free, in exchange for my honest review. I only recommend products I've used personally, and

believe will be good fit for consumers.

This is an adorable sticker book that is an excellent value for what you get. There are four pages of

stickers in the back and throughout the book there are lighter parts showing the pictures which is

where the child would put the sticker over. Very easy for kids and better yet, if they don't want to put

the stickers in the book then they don't have to since the pages look fine without them (whereas

some sticker books have blank spots where stickers go this book just lightens the picture.) You also

get a free Disney Digital Storybook for the Disney StoryCentral App which is awesome, they usually

cost a few dollars and with the low price of this book its even better. Nice that they offer that, you

just input the code found inside the book. Perfect for any child who loves Dory, fish or just loves

stickers!I received this book to review in exchange for sharing my honest opinion.

Nice large stickers and can be picked up for better placement if needed

Was a huge hit with my 3 year old Niece. It kept her busy in the car on a long drive.

This book was just as expected with high quality images and sure to please any Finding Dory fan for

a great price.

Loved this and kept my daughter entertained for awhile!

All children love stickers! This is timely and fun!
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